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Introduction 

 

Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome or OSAS is a widespread condition with a prevalence in 
men of approximately 22% and as high as 17% in women.  
Obstructive sleep apnea is an interruption of breathing due to the oronasal obstruction in most 
cases while breathing effort, which is generated by breathing center in the brain, is without 
impairment. The OSAS patients are described to experience night-time collapse of the upper 
airway several times per night, resulting in decline of blood oxygen saturation, subsequent 
rising of the tonus of the sympathetic nervous system with a consequence of partial or 
complete awakening and normalizing levels of blood oxygen saturation.  The cycle is 
repeated several times per night. 
The symptoms of OSAS are divided into day-time and night-time symptoms. When it comes 
to day-time symptoms, among others there are somnolence and taking short naps during the 
day, if possible. In addition to this, OSAS patients feel tired, anxious and often depressed. The 
deprivation of REM phase also contributes to memory worsening and struggling to 
concentrate. One third of patients suffer from low libido, even impotence as well as 
headaches.   
As for the night-time symptoms, the most common one is snoring. It presents in 70 to 95% of 
cases. Up to 75% patients have apneic pauses during the sleep. At least 50% of patients 
experience excessive sweating as a result of high respiratory effort. From 18% to 31 % 
patients claim experiencing dyspnea and as a result sleeping disturbance. Nocturia is another 
frequent sign, and is found in 28% of patients.  
Undoubtedly, all aforementioned symptoms unfavorably influence not only patient’s life 
quality, but also his or her family members, partners or roommates with whom they share 
household. Moreover, interrupted sleep and lack of resting time for the organism poorly 
influence metabolism patterns, for instance, by increasing glucocorticoids levels, while 
decreasing the adiponectin levels.  
 In addition, sleep insufficiency contributes to the aggravation of other, if present, 
comorbidity such as hypertension or diabetes mellitus. The influence on the cognitive 
functions is also worth mentioning.  Incomplete sleep deprivation is believed to impair 
attention, thus resulting in adverse change of productivity at work and in personal life.  
When it comes to the treatment, there are many different therapies, as an example may serve 
the continuous positive airway pressure or CPAP of the conservative group of treatments or 
hyoid suspension surgery and some palatal surgeries of the invasive therapy options. 
Our work, however, is aiming to investigate modern treatment and diagnostics options which 
would suit most the individual needs of each patient.  
Modern market is abundant with various types of sleep evaluating gadgets, smartwatches as 
well as smartphone applications. While recently to diagnose the OSAS the in-lab 



polysomnography was required in all cases, now it is possible to utilize portable sleep 
tracking monitoring devices, for instance AliceNight One device, which allows patient to 
undergo sleep evaluation at home. 
On the other hand, there are contactless sleeping pads being located under the mattress, 
smartphone app based on sonar-like algorithm and capable of differentiating between 
hypopnea, central sleep apnea and obstructive sleep apnea.  
The 3D printing has been already used to create personalized, biocompatible oral appliance 
devices, which change the position of mandibula resulting in snoring ceasing in subjected 
individuals. 
In this work we chose to implement the CBCT scanning together with 3D digital model 
creation, its adjustments and 3D printing, in order to create a corporeal model, which would 
be applicable and helpful in OSA diagnostics and therapy. 
 
Material and methods 

 

To scan the patient we used cone beam computed tomography machine of the iCAT series, 
which allowed us to obtain a three-dimensional scan of the upper airway in a female patient 
suffering from obstructive sleep apnea syndrome. The image we acquired using iCAT device 
was in a DICOM file format.  
As for the next step, we have chosen the Anatomage invivage dental 6 program for converting 
the DICOM file. Anatomage invivage dental 6 progam also allowed us to see the soft tissue 
together with the airway duct distinctively, which is very useful for determining possible 
pathological sites. The aforementioned software also allows user to realize segmentation 
process to optimize the visualization of the area. 
Subsequently, the obtained three-dimensional model was segmented into an object with the 
set of parameters we were interested in acquiring.  
Additionally, for the segmentation process we applied the Autodesk Meshmixer program. In 
the Autodesk Meshmixer software the object consists of the mesh of triangles which are 
gradually optimized, using options of the program, to the desirable state. 
To begin with, we had to determine the part of the model we would like to operate on. Having 
found the probable lesion in the upper airway on the CBCT scan, which was evidently 
resulting in OSAS, we determined the boundaries of the model. Thus, the anatomical 
boundaries of the recreated model are from the upper border being the level tip of C1 
vertebrae to the lower border being epiglottis, embracing velopharynx together with 
oropharynx. 
 



 
 
 To prepare the model we executed the function of “Plane cut” in the “Edit” menu. In the 
Autodesk Meshmixer software we saw that the wall thickness of the model was about 0 mm. 
For the object printing with those parameters we would usually apply “Spiralize outer 
contour” mode or in other words “Vase”. This mode would print the perimeter wall of the 0 
mm width as a one layered print. After applying the mode “Spiralize outer contour” we 
understood that it was inappropriate for such a complicated structure, since the first printing 
was unsuccessful, presenting holes and unplanned irregularities which were probably the 
result of fouled settings or inappropriate choice of a material.  
 
 
Therefore, we experimented with the settings, given the fact chosen material was 
recommended by the 3D printer manufacturer. As a result, we used another approach, giving 
the model walls a printable width. The crucial task was to preserve the original volume of the 
airways as it is vital for diagnostics and treatment. At the same time we needed to bolster the 
walls of the print so that defects would cease to arise.  Evidently, it was important to bolster 
the walls, with the material expanding into the outside environment, preserving the primary 
inside airway volume of the CBCT scan.  In order to achieve this goal, we applied “Extrude” 
function in perpendicular vector with the offset value of 1.5 mm. Finally, parameters were 
adjusted in such a way, so that the expansion tended to the outside direction and was not 
reducing the inner airway volume. Following this change, we discovered the next obstacle: 
distinctive layers of the print, anatomically being curved in different directions, as showed on 
the primary model, were moved in a perpendicular vector of 1.5 mm towards the original 
surface of the model. These alterations caused the formation of several loops, protruding to 
the inside of the model and, subsequently, deforming the lumen. Additionally, we bolstered 
the model in several places, so that the printed layers had a base to be put on and also for the 
stability and firmness. After finalizing the segmentation in Autodesk Meshxmixer we 
transported the object into Cura program. Cura program is software made for accustoming 
printing parameters directly before the printing. We inspected sizes of the print and each of 
the layers alongside with their natural support.  Due to the complexity of the model, with all 
of the accompanying limitations, we could not use the “Support” mode which would provide 
the stability of the model during the printing process.  However, the “Support” mode would 



be possible to apply if we printed using several different materials, thus applying multilateral 
printing together with water-soluble medium. 
In our case we chose the PLA material of the 1.75 mm string diameter. The color chosen for 
the print was white, so that it was easier for the physician or researcher to mark important 
regions of the model. The parameters of the printing process recommended for this particular 
material are: the extruder temperature may be around 185-205 ºC, the temperature of the 
heating bed should be approximately 70 ºC. We have chosen the parameters of 195 ºC for the 
extruder and 70 ºC for the heating bed. The retraction value was 0.8 mm and the printing 
speed 35 mm/s. 
The overall printing process continued for the 7 hours. The weight of PLA material was 
approximately 70 g.  The length of the thermoplastic string we used for the printing was 21.2 
meters in total. There are several photos to illustrate the final product. 
We have used for our project Prusa 3D printer created by Czech inventor Jozef Prusa— 
ORIGINAL PRUSA I3 MK2S. Prusa 3D printer is based on fused deposition modeling 
principle.  
Prior to printing launching, we sliced the 3D model into numerous layers using Cura software. 
The prepared data layers were subsequently sent to the 3D printer, which then built up tier by 
tier the modeled structure. 
 
Results 

 

The final outcome was, in terms of volumes and length, a correct representation of the upper 
airway of the subjected patient. Moreover, on the print we clearly observe the potentially 
problematic area, which appears to be narrower than would be sufficient for optimal 
respiration process.  
  
 

  
 
Therefore, presenting these results, we would like to emphasize the potential benefit of 
implementing on daily basis CBCT scanning, abovementioned software and 3D printing 
technique into the diagnostics and treatment planning of the obstructive sleep apnea 
syndrome—one of the most common sleep related conditions nowadays. 
In addition, we assume that such 3D printed models can easily be a subject of interest for 
surgeons, planning the sleep surgery. Also, we ponder, visual representation of the problem 
may be beneficial for the physician-patient cooperation as it may ensure a better 
understanding of the problem for both sides, resulting in higher rates of compliance among 



patients. Last, but not least, a physician may find 3D models of the patient’s airway useful 
and practical for defining treatment objectives.  
 

 

Discussion 

 

Considering the 3D printed model of the upper airway, we would like to elaborate on the 
possible influence of the width change of the final model. It was clear to us, after close 
inspection of the digital object, that the main reason of the obstruction may be concealed in 
abnormal volumes of the airways. Thus, with the priority to closely inspect the volume of the 
object, we chose the preservation of the original lumen sizes at the expense of the precise wall 
sizes. Undoubtedly, if a physician would be interested in an abnormality comprising from the 
defects of the airway walls or extending from it to the nearby areas, like a tumor would, it 
would be most appropriate to put an emphasis on the wall width in such a case. 
We would also like to discuss the possible implementation of gadgets, mobile software as 
well as 3D printing in sleep medicine, more specifically the branch of obstructive sleep apnea 
medicine. It is clear to us that numerous gadgets, such as sleeping pads, smartwatches or 
portable sleep tracking gadgets are becoming more available every day, being implemented 
not only in everyday life of non-medically oriented population, but also taking more 
prominent space in telemedicine, which, among other things, allows treating wider range of 
patients within a shorter period of time. In our humble opinion, operating with 3D models 
both digital and thermoplastic, being an exact or very close to the reality replicas of the 
impaired site, are likely to contribute greatly in both treating and diagnostic processes. 
 
We must admit, however, that every software and hardware product or practice has to be 
medically validated, after undergoing studies with the sufficient number of subjects. Studies 
may be preferably triple-blind, for being one the most credible research paths nowadays.   
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